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When people find out that I moved to Southern California from the East Coast, 
they often ask if I miss the seasons. I tell them that there are seasons 
everywhere. Winter certainly looks different in San Diego than it does in New 
York. 
 
But, winter in San Diego looks different from spring in San Diego. The inability to 
see the seasonal variation is more about our perception than the monotony of 
nature.  Because nature – and you are part of nature - is never static. 
  
Whether you are considering a tree, a business, a career or a relationship - 
nature in all its forms - follows a cyclic rhythm.  
I call this: the Cycle of Renewal – a continuous four-phased pattern that moves 
from Germinating, to Growing, to Harvesting, to Transforming. 
 
We don’t need to re-invent the wheel -- the rhythm of the Cycle of Renewal is 
timeless. But we do need to perceive and work with the timeless rhythm in a way 
that impacts our lives personally and organizationally.  

The Cycle of Renewal 



 
The Cycle of Renewal is useful for it helps us position our life and the life 
of our organizations in the Cycle. 
There are actions and attitudes that naturally align us with each phase of the 
Cycle. To recognize the Cycle in our lives, and to act appropriately for each 
phase is to practice the art of renewal. 
 
Just as an apple seed “knows” that it means to grow into an apple not an orange 
tree, there is a part of us that knows what it means to live and work in a way that 
expresses our core values and gifts.  
 
This part of us also knows: that our expression of truth will evolve when we live in 
rhythm with the Cycle of Renewal. But we are not apples.  
 
We have the ability to distract ourselves from our values and gifts.  
To forget. And to create institutions and relationships that reinforce forgetting. But 
even forgetting is part of the cycle. Nothing lasts forever. Whenever a cycle ends 
we enter a dark night of the soul. The wisdom traditions understand the dark 
night as a time of incredible opportunity. Finally lost – without familiar points of 
orientation - we must stop and listen to the whisper of our deepest longing.  
 
The Transforming Phase 
As we enter the dark night we lose confidence in the maps that have guided us. 
We may even lose confidence in those that provided the maps. We are now in 
the Transforming phase of the Cycle. 
 
In New Thought circles the idea of transformation is very popular. 
In practice most people will run from the experience. Transformation rarely 
conforms to our idealized images of what it will be like to have a spiritual 
breakthrough. We will not get to sit comfortably munching popcorn and watch our 
self become enlightened. No. Transformation is a full participation sport. For 
most individuals and institutions the Transforming phase is experienced as 
death. Much of the drama, machination, and chaos that accompany this phase 
are due to our tenacious unwillingness to let go and let the old forms die. 
 
During the transforming phase it is time to lighten our load.   
We have now likely outgrown the beliefs, attitudes, images, structures, and goals 
that fueled the current cycle.  
 
Things now come apart. The forms that we have built up, cherished, and relied 
on have stopped working. Our work now is to let go – without knowing what we 
will want to create next. Through letting go we descend into the depths of the 
soul. Into stillness and silence. By letting go of the old forms, we make space for 
something new to be born. 
 
 



 
Questions to live with while moving through the Transforming Phase are: 
 

• What people, things, structures beliefs, identifications is it time let go of 
now? 

 
 

• How can I/we create opportunities to be still? 
 
 
The Germinating Phase 
Being faithful to stillness we reconnect to what is most important. We find the 
spark of our core values still glowing in our minds, the energy of our true gifts still 
coursing through our veins, and the commitment to our legacy still beating in our 
heart. We know again, fundamentally – what we are all about. We are in the 
Germinating phase. 
 
We open our eyes. And as our eyes reopen, light returns to our world. With this 
dawning light, we are both hopeful and disoriented. 
 
In the Germinating phase our task is to see things afresh.  
This time of looking and listening is challenging for many people.  It seems as 
though “nothing is happening”.  But without this “nothing” of looking and listening 
we will not be attentive enough to discern the vision that is taking form. We do 
not have to invent our new life. As we look carefully the new form does come into 
focus. 
 
In the Germinating phase it is our task to recognize the new vision.  
To see how it gives new form to our values, gifts, and legacy. We see the new 
connection between our inner life and the needs of the world. Thus, we declare 
our intention – giving voice to that which is ready to be born. 
 
Some questions to consider during the Germinating phase are: 
 

• What is happening within me and around me? 
 

• What is my intention? 
 

• How does my intention align with my values, gifts, and legacy? 
 
The Growing Phase 
Just because you have a vision doesn’t mean circumstances will rearrange 
themselves for you. Coming face to face with the challenge of making the vision 
real – is the heart of the Growing phase. Now is time to bring in other people and 
other resources; to build systems, structures, and processes that can realize the 
dream.  



 
As the energy of the cycle moves from inner to outer, we discover that wherever 
we go, there are people – even among our allies - who do not fully “walk their 
talk.”  
 
Why? Because even with the best intentions, the “old ways” – old culture, old 
beliefs, old behaviors – are on autopilot. 
 
The momentum of the past asserts itself.  
When people we work with don’t walk their talk it is easy to write “them” off. Such 
a strategy just exacerbates the issue and undermines the project. Because, it’s 
not “them”. It’s “us”. 
 
In the Growing phase we are called to engage directly and vulnerably with 
others. 
We tell the truth about the issues and our contribution to them. This kind of truth 
telling hurts. But it also heals. 
 
Through truth telling, the situations in our families, relationships, and 
organizations far from being places to retreat from, become the very 
environments in which we develop the skills needed to bring a new vision into 
being. 
 
During the Growing phase ask: 
 

• What kinds of structures and resources are needed? 
 

• How can other people (friends, mentors, allies) help? 
 

• What truth needs to be spoken? 
 
 
The Harvesting Phase 
Through mindful and persistent action our vision reaches fruition. We enter the 
Harvesting phase where the hard work has paid off. We have written the book; 
bought the house; built the church, etc.   
 
At this point, growth is not the issue.  
Rather, it is time to make sure that the vision keeps its integrity.  Practice 
continuous improvement. Distinguish between sustaining momentum and holding 
onto the past. Because, during this point in the cycle, things may begin to come 
apart.  Attention should be given to keeping the dream alive as long as it still 
means something and serves a valuable purpose. 
 
Nothing lasts forever. 



At this point in the cycle the stitching in the seams of our creation begin to give. 
We sense that familiar scent of transformation in the air. We do not need to chop 
down the apple tree to harvest the fruit. It is critical to review and celebrate what 
has been achieved up to this point.  Take time to record “lessons learned” and 
acknowledge accomplishments.  Extend the blessings of your accomplishments 
to others. 
 
During this phase ask: 
 

• What actions can be taken to sustain momentum at this point? 
 

• What have I/we learned? 
 

• What can I/we celebrate? 
 
 
Turning the Wheel 
The Cycle of Renewal has been well articulated by the great seers and sages.  
Timeless truths are great. But unless you have a way of translating that timeless 
truth into the particulars of your life at this moment, it is basically useless. 
 
Please remember, to live in accord with the Cycle of Renewal does not 
guarantee that you will always find a parking space. To live with energy and 
purpose doesn’t mean that everything will go as you planned, despite the claims 
of many self-help authors. 
 
Living in the Cycle of Renewal is much more about letting go of fantasies 
than fulfilling them.  
Of course as we let go we find something far more valuable than a parking 
space. What we find radically transforms and enriches our current view of what it 
means to be successful.  
 
We find an eternal rhythm alive in our daily lives.  
We see that the passion of our commitments arises from a deep soul source. We 
feel the creative power that is seeking expression through our lives and 
institutions. And with these discoveries we naturally renew our world and 
ourselves. 
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Thank you for reading this report. I hope it has been meaningful. 
Let me know what you think about these ideas. And how you apply them. If you 
have any questions – please email me. (I am really interested in your feedback, 
questions, and comments). 
 
Be well, 
 
Eric Klein 
eric@dharmaconsulting.com  
 
Here’s my recommended next step 
Go to www.dharmaconsulting.com  
and sign up for the ResistanceFree Change newsletter (I’ll also sent you a free 
copy of the Why Change Efforts Fail e-book). 
 
Other Recommendations  
Available at www.dharmaconsulting.com 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Creating What Matters Most:  
The Art & Science of Goal Achievement 
A complete system for creating the results you care 
about – without struggle or resistance. 75% of all 
change efforts fail. Yours don’t have to. 
 
http://dharmaconsulting.com/products/accelerating-
change 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Energize with Core Values 
A complete program for re-energizing your team, career, 
or board  – using core values. 
 
Strengthen alignment.  
Understand shared values.  
And build the foundation for sustainable success.  
 
http://dharmaconsulting.com/products/core-values-work-
2 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Strengthen your leadership. 
 
A do-it-yourself leadership development program. 
 
It is a turn-key system that you simply facilitate. (And if 
you have any questions along the way – we are 
available to coach you). 
 
You get everything you need - the DVDs, the 
workbooks, the modules, and the facilitator manual.  
 
http://dharmaconsulting.com/products/yatl3  
 

 

 
You are the Leader You’ve Been Waiting For 
 
Winner of 2008 Nautilus Award for world-changing 
books that contribute to positive social change, spiritual 
growth, and responsible leadership. 
 
http://dharmaconsulting.com/products/books  
 

 

 

 
 
To Do or Not To Do: How Successful Leaders Make 
Better Decisions 
 
This book is perfect for anyone who leads a team. In the 
form of a parable it teaches the secrets to making great 
decisions. 
“To Do or Not To Do is sure to help all leaders make 
better decisions. Don’t miss it!” 
Ken Blanchard 
Coauthor of The One Minute Manager® 
http://dharmaconsulting.com/products/books 
 
 
 

 

Free report – Why Change Efforts Fail 
Available at www.dharmaconsulting.com 

 
 
 


